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Abstract The admittance is a strong tool for stability

analysis and assessment of the three-phase voltage source

converters (VSCs) especially in grid-connected mode.

However, the sequence admittance is hard to calculate

when the VSC is operating under unbalanced grid voltage

conditions. In this paper, a simple and direct modeling

method is proposed for a three-phase VSC taking the

unbalanced grid voltage as a new variable for the system.

Then coupling in the three-phase system can be calculated

by applying the harmonic linearization method. The cal-

culated admittance of three-phase VSCs is verified by

detailed circuit simulations.

Keywords Unbalanced grid voltage, Three-phase voltage

source converter, Harmonic linearization, Positive and

negative sequence admittance, Stability

1 Introduction

In recent years, renewable energy is widely used in the

power system to solve the increasing energy crisis and

environmental problems. In a modern power system, the

penetration of renewable energy is much higher than ever

before. The three-phase voltage source converter (VSC) is

one of the key pieces of equipment to make full use of

renewable energy because it can provide a sinusoidal cur-

rent to the grid and flexible power control [1, 2]. However,

the stability of the grid-connected VSC will affect the

safety and stability of the power system in such a situation

[3].

There are two main ways to perform the stability anal-

ysis of grid-connected converter systems [4]. One is the

time domain method based on the state space model [5] and

the other one is the frequency domain method which is

based on the impedance model [6]. The time domain

method is mainly suitable when the root locus analysis

determines that the frequency is not changing, given a

unified model of the grid-connected system [7, 8]. Thus,

the stability analysis will be very complex when consid-

ering the influence of the phase-locked loop (PLL) and the

grid impedance [9].

The frequency domain method is based on the impe-

dance model which includes the impedance of the grid and

the power converter and uses them to represent their

external characteristics. Then, the stability of the system

can be judged by stability criteria like the Nyquist criterion

[10]. The impedance of the grid can be easily obtained by

measuring through experiments or from a given X/R ratio

[11]. However, the impedance of the converter is hard to

obtain because of the various and complex control strate-

gies and circuit parameters.
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Much research effort has been devoted to impedance

modeling of three-phase voltage source converters. In [12],

several small-signal analysis methods used for modeling

electric ship power systems are discussed. The conven-

tional small-signal linearization techniques cannot be

directly used because of the lack of a constant operating

point during the periodic steady-state operation trajectory.

Belkhayat linearized the system in the dq-coordinate ref-

erence frame by transforming the fundamental component

into DC quantities in [13]. Then the nonlinearity can be

eliminated to develop a small-signal model which can be

used for control design and system stability analysis at a

given operation point. But it is not suited for unbalanced

conditions and provides no clear physical meaning for the

d-axis and q-axis impedances. In [14], an impedance model

of a three-phase VSC is proposed in the dq-frame consid-

ering the effect of PLL’s and the control strategy’s

parameters. But the impedance in the dq-frame is hard to

measure directly, and the stability criterion in the dq-frame

is too complicated to be used in practice [4]. In [15], a

small-signal model of a PV inverter containing the PLL

and DC-side voltage and inner loops was proposed. It

illustrates the PLL impacts on the output q-channel impe-

dance of the inverter which can lead to instability. How-

ever, the coupling between the d-q channels has not been

considered. In [16], a d-q impedance matrix of the inverter

was proposed to analyze the stability of the system. In [17],

the same model was used for analyzing stability of three-

phase paralleled converters. The q-q channel impedance

interaction leads to instability of the system. However, it is

hard to obtain such impedances without some special

equipment and instruments. The research above mainly

focusses on situations of balanced grid voltage. However,

there is still a gap because there is no mature method for

impedance modeling of the VSC under practical three-

phase unbalanced condition.

Harmonic linearization [18] is a method to transform a

nonlinear periodically time varying system into a small-

signal linear model, and has been successfully realized to

get the impedance of uncontrolled diode rectifiers [6, 19]

and single-phase PFC converters [20] as well as grid-

connected inverters [21, 22]. Particularly, in [21, 22], the

positive and negative sequence impedance model is pro-

posed in a static frame and then can be applied in stability

analysis. In [22], an impedance-based stability analysis

method is studied initially for a grid-connected inverter

working under unbalanced grid voltage. However, the

method in this paper neglects the coupling effects between

the positive and negative sequence impedances. Knowing

the sequence admittance of a VSC under sustained grid

faults is helpful for judging the stability of the grid-con-

nected converter system [23, 24]. It is also helpful for the

design of the control system and for admittance shaping to

manage power quality of the converter [25–27]. Therefore,

the harmonic linearization method should be improved for

unbalanced situations.

In this paper, a simple and direct modeling method of a

three-phase VSC under unbalanced grid voltage is pro-

posed. Based on harmonic linearization, the coupling of the

positive and negative sequence admittances is considered

and the admittance matrix is given. This method can be

used with some kinds of sustained grid faults such as

unbalanced grid voltage. This would be caused by unbal-

anced sources or loads in the grid. These faults can be

sustained, so the operation of the VSC will be highly

affected by them. In our opinion, the impedance of the

VSC would be changed by an unbalanced grid fault.

However, some fault conditions may occur very quickly, in

milliseconds, and the fault can be eliminated. These are

transient faults. Actually, in responding to these transient

faults, the VSC would be quite slow. For instance, the PLL

is usually used with a bandwidth of 10–100 Hz, like a

general used synchronous reference frame PLL (SRF-

PLL). Therefore, during these kinds of transient fault, the

output of PLL would be only slightly affected and in many

cases the converter will keep operating. The rest of this

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proposes the

improved sequence admittance of the three-phase VSC

under unbalanced grid conditions by harmonic lineariza-

tion. The unbalanced grid voltage can be introduced as a

new variable of the original model. Section 3 shows the

calculation method of the sequence admittance of the VSC

based on this model. Section 4 verifies the admittance of

the VSC by detailed circuit simulations and analyzes the

influence of the admittance on the system stability. Sec-

tion 5 concludes this paper.

2 Sequence admittance modeling

2.1 Topology and control strategy of VSC

Figure 1 illustrates the topology of a three-phase voltage

source pulse-width modulation (PWM) converter.

According to Kirchhoff’s law, the model of the converter

working as an inverter referred to the three-phase station-

ary frame is:

L
d

dt

ia
ib
ic

2
4

3
5¼

Va � VPCC;a

Vb � VPCC;b

Vc � VPCC;c

2
4

3
5 ð1Þ

where ia, ib and ic are the output currents of the converter.

The direction of the currents is towards the grid as shown

in Fig. 1. VPCC,a, VPCC,b and VPCC,c are the voltages at the

point of common coupling (PCC). Va, Vb and Vc are the
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output phase voltages of the converter. L is the output filter

inductance. Vdc is the voltage of DC side.

The control structure of the three-phase voltage source

PWM converter is shown in Fig. 2a. The voltage at the

PCC is sampled as the input of PLL. hPLL is the output

angle of the PLL. Idr and Iqr denote the reference current

components on the d-axis and the q-axis. Vdc is assumed

constant because of the large capacitance on the DC side

and the low bandwidth of the voltage loop, and conse-

quently Idr and Iqr are also assumed constant. The current

control signals ca, cb and cc are obtained by sampling the

grid side currents ia, ib and ic as the input of the inner

current controller. Then the switching function of the

converter (Sa1, Sa2, Sb1,…,Sc2) can be obtained by inputting

the current control signals into the PWM signal

generator.

Based on the average of the converter model and the

topology and the control strategy, (1) can be rewritten as:

L
d

dt

ia
ib
ic

2
4

3
5 ¼ KmVdc

ca
cb
cc

2
4

3
5�

VPCC;a

VPCC;b

VPCC;c

2
4

3
5 ð2Þ

where Km is the modulator gain.

The inner current controller is shown as Fig. 2b. The Id
and Iq are the current component on the d-axis and the q-

axis obtained by transforming the grid side current using

the Park Transformation. Hi is the compensation factor for

the inner current controller, which is usually a PI or a PR

controller, and Kd is its decoupling factor. cd and cq are the

d-axis and q-axis current control signals after decoupling.

The current control signals are obtained by the inverse Park

Transformation.

As indicated in Fig. 2b, the d-axis and q-axis current

control signals are obtained as follows:

cd ¼ HiðIdr � IdÞ � KdIq
cq ¼ HiðIqr � IqÞ þ KdId

�
ð3Þ

Thus, ca, the current control signal of phase A can be

obtained as:

ca ¼ cd cos hPLL � cq sin hPLL ð4Þ

2.2 Sequence admittance modeling for balanced

grid

This analysis generally follows [21]. Firstly, if the out-

put of the PLL is not affected by the harmonic voltage of

the PCC, hPLL increases linearly, and is an ideal sawtooth

wave modulo 2p, given by hPLL=h1=2pf1t. Then, assuming

the voltage of phase A at the PCC has a small perturbation

in the time domain, the voltage can be written as:

VPCC;a ¼ V1 cosð2pf1tÞ þ Vp cosð2pfpt þ upÞ
þ Vn cosð2pfnt þ unÞ ð5Þ

where the V1, Vp and Vn are the magnitudes of the

fundamental positive sequence voltage, positive sequence

harmonic voltage and negative sequence harmonic voltage,

respectively, and f1, fp and fn are the corresponding

frequencies. up and un are the phases of the positive

sequence and negative sequence harmonic voltage. Based

on Euler’s law, the first term of (5) V1cos(2pf1t) can be

changed to ðV1=2Þðej2pf1t þ e�j2pf1tÞ. Thus, the equation for

VPCC,a in the frequency domain is as follows:

(a) Controller of VSC

(b) Block diagram of inner current controller

Hi

Hi

Idr

Iqr

Id Iq

Kd
Kd

−

−

−

θPLL

abc

dq ca

cb

cc

cq

cd+

++

+ +

+
+

+

+

VPCC,a,b,c

Sampling

PLL

ia,b,c

Current
controller

θPLL

Idr
Iqr

ca

cb

cc

PWM

Sa1,Sa2, ,Sc2

Converter

Sampling

Fig. 2 Control strategy of three-phase voltage source PWM

converter

AC
grid

VPCC,a,b,c ia,b,c

Va

Vb

Vc
L

L

L

DC bus

LoadVdc

Fig. 1 Topology of three-phase voltage source PWM converter
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Va½f � ¼
V1 f ¼ � f1

Vp f ¼ � fp

Vn f ¼ � fn

8><
>:

ð6Þ

where V1 corresponds to the fundamental positive sequence

voltage of phase A in frequency domain, Vp ¼ ðVp=2Þe�jup

to the positive sequence harmonic voltage, and Vn ¼
ðVn=2Þe�jun to the negative sequence harmonic voltage.

Assume that the current of phase A responds to the

voltage in the time domain as:

ia ¼ I1 cosð2pf1t þ ui1Þ þ Ip cosð2pfpt þ uipÞ
þ In cosð2pfnt þ uinÞ ð7Þ

where I1, Ip and In are the magnitudes of the fundamental

positive sequence current, positive sequence harmonic

current and negative sequence harmonic current,

respectively, and ui1, uip and uin are their phases. Then,

the equation of ia in the frequency domain is as follows:

Ia½f � ¼
I1 f ¼ � f1
Ip f ¼ � fp
In f ¼ � fn

8<
: ð8Þ

where I1 ¼ ðI1=2Þe�jui1 corresponds to the fundamental

positive sequence current of phase A in frequency domain,

Ip ¼ ðIp=2Þe�juip corresponds to the positive sequence

harmonic current, and In ¼ ðIn=2Þe�juin corresponds to

the negative sequence harmonic current. The equation of

Ia½f � after sampling is

Ia½f � ¼
Gið� j2pf1ÞI1 f ¼ � f1

Gið� j2pfpÞIp f ¼ � fp

Gið� j2pfnÞIn f ¼ � fn

8><
>:

ð9Þ

Applying the Park Transformation to (8) gives:

idðtÞ ¼ I1 cos ui1 þ Ip cosð2pðfp � f1Þt þ uipÞ

þ In cosð2pðfn � f1Þt þ uinÞ

iqðtÞ ¼ I1 sin ui1 þ Ip sinð2pðfp � f1Þt þ uipÞ

þ In sinð2pðfn � f1Þt þ uinÞ

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð10Þ

According to [21], sampling at the fundamental

frequency is neglected since Gið� j2pf1Þ � 1. Based on

Euler’s law, sin(2pf1t) can be transformed to

ðej2pf1t � e�j2pf1tÞ=ð2jÞ, so the equations for Id and Iq in

the frequency domain are as follows:

Id½f � ¼
I1 cos ui1 dc

Giðs� j2pf1ÞIp f ¼ �ðfp � f1Þ
Giðs� j2pf1ÞIn f ¼ �ðfn þ f1Þ

8<
: ð11Þ

Iq½f � ¼
I1 sin ui1 dc

�jGiðs� j2pf1ÞIp f ¼ �ðfp � f1Þ
�jGiðs� j2pf1ÞIn f ¼ �ðfn þ f1Þ

8<
: ð12Þ

where Id½f � denotes Id in the frequency domain and Iq½f �
denotes Iq in the frequency domain; dc represents that the

frequency is 0 Hz. Gi denotes the delay of the current

sampling as follows:

GiðsÞ ¼ e�sTi
1� e�sTi

sTi

1

1þ s=xi

ð13Þ

where Ti is the period of current sampling and xi is the cut-

off frequency of the analog-digital converter.

Figure 3 illustrates the assumption that the positive

sequence harmonics of voltage only produce positive

sequence harmonics of current at the same frequency.

Similarly, the negative sequence harmonics of voltage only

produce negative sequence harmonics of current at the

same frequency. The positive and negative sequence

components are decoupled from each other.

Based on harmonic linearization, if

XðtÞ ¼ YðtÞZðtÞ ð14Þ

then a Fourier coefficient X[i] of the function X(t) can be

calculated by the convolution of the Fourier coefficients of

Y(t) and Z(t) as follows:

X i½ � ¼
X1
k¼�1

Y k½ �Z i� k½ �ð Þ ð15Þ

The equation of the inner current controller signal of

phase A at the frequency fp can therefore be derived from

(4) and (15) as follows:

VPCC,a,b,c
{±f1,±fp}

PLL

Neglect dynamic

θ1

{±f1}

Idr ,Iqr
{dc}

Equation (3)

cdq Idq {dc,±( fp f1)}{dc,±( fp f1)}

ca,b,c

{±f1,±fp}
KmVdc

ia,b,c

{±f1,±fp}
1/(sL)

+

+

cos
cos( 2 /3)

sin
sin( 2 /3)

cos( 2 /3) sin( 2 /3)

cos
sin

cos( 2 /3)
sin( 2 /3)

cos( 2 /3)
sin( 2 /3)

2
3

+

+

Fig. 3 Signal flow diagram of positive sequence harmonic voltage
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Ca½�fp� ¼ Cd½�ðfp � f1Þ� cos hPLL½�f1� � Cq½�ðfp
� f1Þ� sin hPLL½�f1� ð16Þ

where Ca½�fp� corresponds to ca at ± fp in the frequency

domain, Cd½�ðfp � f1Þ� corresponds to cd at ±(fp-f1) in the

frequency domain, and Cq½�ðfp � f1Þ� corresponds to cq at

±(fp- f1) in the frequency domain. hPLL corresponds to

hPLLin the frequency domain.

Thus, the positive sequence admittance of the converter,

neglecting the effect of the PLL, can be obtained by (2)–

(4), (6), (8)–(12) and (16) as follows:

YpðsÞ ¼
Va½fp�
�Ia½fp�

¼ 1

KmVdc½Hiðs� j2pf1Þ � jKd�GiðsÞ þ sL

ð17Þ

Similarly, the negative sequence admittance is as

follows:

YnðsÞ ¼
1

KmVdc½Hiðsþ j2pf1Þ þ jKd�GiðsÞ þ sL
ð18Þ

However, a disturbance will be introduced at the output

of the PLL due to the grid voltage, and this leads to

nonlinearity in the Park Transform. So, the effect of PLL

should be taken into consideration when modeling the

admittance of the VSCs.

Figure 4(a) illustrates the principle of the PLL. HPLL is

the forward loop gain. The harmonic voltage at the PCC

will disturb the output of the PLL, and in order to get an

accurate admittance of the converter, the disturbance must

be modeled precisely. Assume that the disturbance of the

output phase, Dh, is a small disturbance around the rated

operating point of the VSC system. The output phase of the

PLL in the time domain is

hPLLðtÞ ¼ h1ðtÞ þ DhðtÞ ð19Þ

Therefore, the output phase of the PLL in the frequency

domain is:

hPLL½f � ¼
h1 f ¼ �f1
Dh At other frequency

�
ð20Þ

Define T(h) to be the matrix of the Park Transformation

using the angle h. The relationship between T(hPLL) and

T(h1) is:

TðhPLLÞ¼
cosðDhÞ sinðDhÞ 0

� sinðDhÞ cosðDhÞ 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5Tðh1Þ ð21Þ

and the equivalent signal flow diagram of the PLL can be

drawn as shown in Fig. 4b.

The Vdv and Vqv are the d-axis and q-axis components of

the PCC voltage through the ideal Park Transformation. So

the real q-axis component is:

Vq ¼ Vqv cos Dh� Vdv sin Dh ð22Þ

Linearizing (22) gives

Vq � Vqv � VdvDh ð23Þ

The equations of Vdv and Vqv in the frequency domain

are obtained by Park Transformation and (6) as follows:

Vdv½f � ¼
V1 dc

Gvðs� j2pf1ÞVp f ¼ �ðfp � f1Þ
Gvðs� j2pf1ÞVn f ¼ �ðfn þ f1Þ

8<
: ð24Þ

Vqv½f � ¼
�jGvðs� j2pf1ÞVp f ¼ �ðfp � f1Þ
�jGvðs� j2pf1ÞVn f ¼ �ðfn þ f1Þ

�
ð25Þ

where Gv is the delay of voltage sampling as follows:

GvðsÞ ¼ e�sTv
1� e�sTv

sTv

1

1þ s=xv

1

1þ s=xtv

ð26Þ

where Tv is the period of voltage sampling; xv is the cut-off

frequency of the analog-digital converter; xtv represents

the delay of transducer.

Thus, the equation of Dh in the frequency domain is

Dh½f � ¼ GpðsÞGvðs� j2pf1ÞVp f ¼ �ðfp � f1Þ
GnðsÞGvðs� j2pf1ÞVn f ¼ �ðfn þ f1Þ

�

ð27Þ

where Gp(s) is the transfer function of the disturbance

which is caused by the positive sequence harmonic voltage

Vp at the frequency ±(fp-f1), and Gn(s) is the transfer

function of the disturbance which is caused by the negative

sequence harmonic voltage Vn at the frequency ±(fn?f1).

The equation for Vq in the frequency domain is obtained

from (23–27) is as follows:

(a) Working principle of PLL

(b) Equivalent signal flow diagram of PLL

HPLL(s)VPCC,a,b,c Vq

θPLLabc
dq

T(θ1) HPLL(s)VPCC,a,b,c
Vqv

θPLLT(∆θ)
Vdv Vq

θ1

∆θ + +

Fig. 4 PLL working principle and its equivalent diagram
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Vq½f � ¼
½�j� V1GpðsÞ�Gvðs� j2pf1ÞVp f ¼ �ðfp � f1Þ
½�j� V1GnðsÞ�Gvðs� j2pf1ÞVn f ¼ �ðfn þ f1Þ

�

ð28Þ

Thus, in Fig.4b, the phase angle is

hPLLðsÞ ¼ HPLLðsÞVq ð29Þ

and so

Dh ¼ HPLL sð ÞVq f 6¼ �f1 ð30Þ

Thus, the equations of Gp(s) and Gn(s) are obtained from

(27–30) as follows:

GpðsÞ ¼
�jHPLL sð Þ

1þ V1HPLL sð Þ ð31Þ

GnðsÞ ¼
�jHPLL sð Þ

1þ V1HPLL sð Þ ð32Þ

Because

cos hPLL ¼ cos h1 � sin h1 � Dh
sin hPLL ¼ sin h1 þ cos h1 � Dh

�
ð33Þ

the equations of cos hPLL and sinhPLL in the frequency

domain are as follows:

cos hPLL½f � ¼

1

2

HPLL s� j2pf1ð ÞGvðsÞ
1þ V1HPLL s� j2pf1ð ÞVp f ¼ �fp

1

2

HPLL s� j2pf1ð ÞGvðsÞ
1þ V1HPLL s� j2pf1ð ÞVn f ¼ �fn

8>><
>>:

ð34Þ

sin hPLL½f � ¼

1

2

�jHPLL s� j2pf1ð ÞGvðsÞ
1þ V1HPLL s� j2pf1ð Þ Vp f ¼ �fp

1

2

�jHPLL s� j2pf1ð ÞGvðsÞ
1þ V1HPLL s� j2pf1ð Þ Vn f ¼ �fn

8>><
>>:

ð35Þ

Idv and Iqvare the d-axis and q-axis components of iaðtÞ
in the time domain after applying the ideal Park

Transformation Tðh1Þ. According to (21),

Id ¼ IdvþDhIqv
Iq ¼ �DhIdvþIqv

(
ð36Þ

Thus, the realistic d-axis and q-axis current components

Id and Iq at the frequency ±(fp-f1) and ±(fn?f1) may be

obtained, and are given by (A1) in Appendix A.

The convolution of the frequency components of the

inner current controller signals ca, cb and cc at the fre-

quency ± fp is shown in Table 1. Given these, the equation

of the inner current control signal of phase A at the fre-

quency ± fp can be derived from (4) as follows:

Ca½�fp� ¼
X

Cdq½f �T�1ðhPLLÞ½�fp � f �
¼ Cdq dc½ �T�1ðhPLLÞ½�fp� þ Cdq½�ðfp � f1Þ�T�1ðhPLLÞ½�f1�
¼ Cd dc½ � cos hPLL½�fp� � Cq dc½ � sin hPLL½�fp�
þ Cd½�ðfp � f1Þ� cos hPLL½�f1� � Cq½�ðfp � f1Þ� sin hPLL½�f1�

ð37Þ

where T-1 denotes the inverse Park Transformation.

The positive sequence admittance of the converter can

be obtained from (2–4), (31), (32), (34), (35), (A1) and (37)

as follows:

YpðsÞ ¼ 1� KmVdcGvðsÞHPLLðs� j2pf1Þ 1þ V1HPLLðs� j2pf1Þ½ ��1
n

� ðC1=2Þejuc1 þ ðI1=2Þejui1 Hiðs� j2pf1Þ � jKdð Þ
� ��

� KmVdc Hiðs� j2pf1Þ � jKd½ �GiðsÞ þ sL½ ��1

ð38Þ

Similarly, the negative sequence admittance is as

follows:

YnðsÞ ¼ 1� KmVdcGvðsÞHPLLðsþ j2pf1Þ 1þ V1HPLLðsþ j2pf1Þ½ ��1
n

� ðC1=2Þe�juc1 þ ðI1=2Þe�jui1 Hiðsþ j2pf1Þ þ jKdð Þ
� ��

� KmVdc Hiðsþ j2pf1Þ þ jKd½ �GiðsÞ þ sLf g�1

ð39Þ

where ðC1=2Þe�juc1 ¼ ðCd½dc� � jCq½dc�Þ=2 ¼ C1 and

C1 ¼ ðV1 þ j2pf1I1Þ=KmVdc.

2.3 Proposed sequence admittance modeling

for unbalanced grid conditions

Reference [21] proposes a modeling method for the

sequence impedance of VSCs under balanced grid condi-

tions using harmonic linearization. All variables of the

system are transformed into the frequency domain firstly,

such that V1 represents VPCC,a at ± f1 and Vp represents

VPCC,a at ± fp, and so on. Then, the output disturbance of

the PLL due to the harmonic voltage can be modeled as

shown in (27–35). This establishes the use of the Park

Transformation considering the effect of Dh, which is

applied below under unbalanced grid conditions. Then, the

realistic d-axis and q-axis current Id and Iq are obtained in

(A1). These allow the output signal of the inner current

controller in dq-frame to be easily calculated using (3).

Finally, the output signal of the inner current controller ca
at the relevant harmonic frequency (± fp or ± fn) can be

calculated as shown in (37), which is derived using the

convolution relationships in Table 1 and the inverse Park

Transform. The sequence admittance can be obtained by

Table 1 Relationship of frequency components

Cd[f], Cq[f] T-1(hPLL) Ca[f], Cb[f], Cc[f]

dc ± fp ± fp

± (fp- f1) ± f1 ± fp
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putting the calculated Ca into the circuit equation of the

system as shown in (2).

The modeling process for the sequence admittance of

VSCs under unbalanced grid conditions is nearly the same

as the process above. The unbalanced grid voltage can be

introduced as a new variable in the original model. The

unbalanced grid voltage V2 will lead to new frequency

components of Dh such as Dh[±2f1]. It will also introduce

a new frequency component in the Park Transformation at

the fundamental negative frequency as shown in Fig. 5.

The unbalanced grid voltage V 2 generates an unbalanced

output current I2 from the VSC at the fundamental negative

frequency. Then, Idq[±2f1] will be generated by the Park

Transformation. Due to the existence of Dh[±2f1], some

new frequency components such as Idq[±(fp?f1)], Idq[±

(fn-f1)], and so on, will be introduced when calculating Id
and Iq.

Then, the output signals of the inner current controller in

the dq-frame can be easily obtained. In order to compare

with the balanced condition, some new frequency compo-

nents such as Cdq[±(fp?f1)], Cdq[±(fn-f1)] and Cdq[±2f1]

will be introduced. Ca can be calculated at the relevant

frequencies such as ± fp and ± fn by considering all the

possible convolution relationships of the frequency

components.

Therefore, there are some new elements in Ca due to the

unbalanced grid voltage V2. By putting the positive and

negative components of Ca into each sequence circuit

equations of the system, and solving them, the sequence

admittance of VSCs can be obtained. The detailed step-by-

step calculation is shown in Section 3.

3 Step-by-step admittance calculation of VSCs
under unbalanced grid conditions

The converter is often running with unbalanced grid

voltage on the grid side. There is not only the rated positive

sequence voltage at the fundamental frequency, but also

the negative sequence voltage at the fundamental fre-

quency exists in the voltage at PCC. Assume that the

equation of the voltage of phase A is:

VPCC;a ¼ V1 cosð2pf1tÞþV2 cosð2pf1tþu2Þ
þ Vp cosð2pfpt þ upÞ þ Vn cosð2pfnt þ unÞ

ð40Þ

where the V2 and u2 correspond to the magnitude and the

initial phase of the negative sequence voltage at the

fundamental frequency. Similarly, the equation of the

current of phase A in the time domain is as follows:

ia ¼ I1 cosð2pf1t þ ui1ÞþI2 cosð2pf1t þ ui2Þ
þ Ip cosð2pfpt þ uipÞ þ In cosð2pfnt þ uinÞ

ð41Þ

where I1 and ui2 correspond to the magnitude and initial

phase of the negative sequence current at the fundamental

frequency.

The detailed steps to obtain the admittance model by

harmonic linearization considering the effect of the nega-

tive sequence voltage at the fundamental frequency are

shown in Fig. 6.

Thus, we can find Ca[f] which is the phase A output

control signal of the inner current controller in the fre-

quency domain.

The sequence components and their convolution rela-

tionships are shown in Table 2. Clearly, the positive

sequence harmonic voltage at the frequency ± fp produces

not only the positive sequence harmonic component, but

also the negative sequence harmonic voltage at the same

frequency. Similarly, the negative sequence harmonic

voltage at the frequency ± fn produces not only the nega-

tive sequence harmonic component, but also the positive

sequence harmonic voltage at the same frequency. The

positive and negative sequence harmonic components

couple with each other because of the negative sequence

Modeling the output 
disturbance of PLL due to 

the harmonics voltage

Vp Vn

V2

Δθ[±2f1]

cos θPLL[∓f1], sin θPLL[∓f1]

Calculate the current in dq 
frame considering the 

realistic Park Transform

I2

Idq[±2f1]
Idq[±(fp+f1)]
Idq[±(fn−f1)]

Calculate Cd and Cq at all 
the possible frequency

Cdq[±2f1]
Cdq[±( fp+f1)]
Cdq[±( fn−f1)] Calculate Ca at the 

concerned harmonic 
frequency

Solve the circuit equation 
using each sequence 

components of Ca

Ypn

Origin modeling

Modeling the output 
disturbance of PLL due 
to unbalanced voltage

Calculate the new 
frequency components 

of Id and Iq due to 
Δθ[±2f1]

Calculate the new 
frequency components 

of Cd and Cq

Fig. 5 The proposed method to obtain the admittance model by

harmonic linearization
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voltage at the fundamental frequency. The positive and

negative sequence equation of the system is obtained from

(2) as follows:

sL
Ip
In

� �
¼ KmVdc

Ca;p

Ca;n

� �
� Vp

Vn

� �
ð42Þ

where Ca,p and Ca,n are the positive and negative sequence

components of Ca respectively.

This can be expressed as follows:

App Apn

Anp Ann

� �
Ip
In

� �
¼ Bpp Bpn

Bnp Bnn

� �
Vp

Vn

� �
ð43Þ

where the equations of App, Apn, Anp, Ann, Bpp, Bpn, Bnp and

Bnn are obtained by solving (43).

Equation (43) can be written in matrix form as: Apn-

Ipn = BpnVpn. Thus,

Ipn ¼ �YpnVpn ¼ A�1
pn BpnVpn

Vpn ¼ �ZpnIpn ¼ B�1
pn ApnIpn

(
ð44Þ

where Zpn corresponds to the positive and negative output

impedance matrix of the converter under the unbalanced

condition, and Ypn is the admittance matrix corresponding

to Zpn.

Assume that:

Ypn ¼
Ypp Ypn
Ynp Ynn

� �
ð45Þ

and then according to (44) the admittance matrix Ypn can

be obtained as follows:

Ypp ¼ �AnnBpp � ApnBnp

AppAnn � ApnAnp

¼ �Bpp

App

Ypn ¼ �AnnBpn � ApnBnn

AppAnn � ApnAnp

¼ �Bpn

App

Ynp ¼ ��AnpBpp þ AppBnp

AppAnn � ApnAnp

¼ �Bnp

Ann

Ynn ¼ ��AnpBpn þ AppBnn

AppAnn � ApnAnp

¼ �Bnn

Ann

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

ð46Þ

4 Simulations and verifications

4.1 Detailed circuit simulations

In order to prove the validity of the calculated admit-

tance, cycle-by-cycle simulations have been carried out in

Matlab Simulink. The circuit used in the simulations is

shown in Fig. 7. The part shown as the ‘‘Converter’’ in

Fig. 7 contains the whole control system.

PLL
Vp[±fp] ∆θ[±(fp−f1)]

PLL
V1[±f1] θ1

Equation (33)
cos θPLL[±fp] sin θPLL[±fp]

Equation (33)
cos θPLL[±f1]
sin θPLL[±f1]

PLL
Vn[±fn] ∆θ[±(fn+f1)]

Equation (33)

cos θPLL[±fn] sin θPLL[±fn]

T(θ1)
Ia

Idq[dc]

Idqv[±(fp−f1)]

Idqv[±(fn+f1)]

Equation (36)

Equation(36)

Idq[±(fp− f1)]

Idq[±(fn+f1)]

Cdq[dc]

T 1(θPLL)

Current controller

Current controller

Current controller

T 1(θPLL)

−

T 1(θPLL)

T 1(θPLL)
Cdq[±(fn+f1)] Ca[±fn]

Ca[±fp]

Ca[±fn]

Ca[±fp]

KmVdc

KmVdc

Vp[±fp]

Vn[±fn]

−

1/sL

1/sL

Ip[±fp]

In[±fn]

PLL
V2[ f1] ∆θ[ 2f1)]

Equation (33)
cos θPLL[ f1] sin θPLL[ f1]

Equation (36)
Idq[±(fp+f1)]

Current controller

Equation(36)
Idq[±(fn−f1)]

Current controller

Cdq[±(fp− f1)]

Cdq[±(fp+f1)]

Cdq[±(fn−f1)]

T 1(θPLL)

T 1(θPLL)

Ca[±fp]

Ca[±fn]

T 1(θPLL)
cos θPLL[±(fp−2f1)] sin θPLL[±(fp−2f1)]

T 1(θPLL)
cos θPLL[±(fn+2f1)] sin θPLL[±(fn+2f1)]

T 1(θPLL)

T 1(θPLL)
cos θPLL[±3f1] sin θPLL[±3f1]

Idq[±2f1] Cdq[±2f1]
Current controller T 1(θPLL)

T 1(θPLL)

Ca[±fp]

Ca[±fp]

Ca[±fn]

Ca[±fp]

Ca[±fn]

Ca[±fn]
Equation (36)

++

++

Fig. 6 Step-by-step detailed process to obtain impedance model with unbalanced grid voltage by harmonic linearization

Table 2 Convolution relationship of frequency components

Cd[f], Cq[f] T-1(hPLL) Ca[f], Cb[f], Cc[f] Sequence

dc ± fp ± fp Positive

dc ± fn ± fn Negative

±(fp- f1) ± f1 ± fp Positive

±(fp- f1) ; f1 ± fp Negative

±(fn? f1) ± f1 ± fn Negative

±(fn? f1) ; f1 ± fn Positive

±(fp? f1) ± f1 ± fp Negative

±(fp? f1) ; f1 ± fp Positive

±(fn- f1) ± f1 ± fn Positive

±(fn- f1) ; f1 ± fn Negative

±2f1 ±(fp-2f1) ± fp Negative

±2f1 ±(fn?2f1) ± fn Positive
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DV in Fig. 7 is a small perturbance of voltage on the grid

side, and Di is the variation of the current. The simulation

parameters are shown in Table 3. The magnitude of the

unbalanced voltage at the fundamental frequency is 0.1 p.u.

The delay of the whole control loop can be considered as a

sum of time delays. Then the time delay representing the

whole control loop of the system can be set to model dif-

ferent practical applications.

Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 compare simulated with calcu-

lated result to verify the correctness of the equation of Ypn.

The root-mean-square (RMS) difference in magnitude is

1.07 dB and the RMS phase difference is 2.56�, suggesting
that we may have high confidence in the equation.

4.2 Sensitivity analysis

Figures 12 and 13 compare the positive and negative

admittances under normal conditions and with unbalanced

grid voltage. It can be seen that the admittances in these

two situations are nearly the same. The unbalanced voltage

has little effect on the positive and negative admittances,

but it will produce coupled admittances.
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According to Fig. 5, the unbalanced grid voltage V2 will

lead to a new frequency component of Dh such as

Dh[±2f1]. Due to the existence of Dh[±2f1], the coupled

admittance will be introduced. The relationship between

Dh[±2f1] and V2 is:

Dh½�2f1� ¼ �j
HPLL �2f1ð Þ

1þ V1HPLL �2f1ð ÞGvð�f1ÞV2 ð47Þ

This indicates that the magnitude of V2 and the transfer

function of the PLL will have big impacts on the coupled

admittances. The transfer function of the PLL determines

its bandwidth.

Figure 14 shows the variation of the magnitude of the

coupled admittance Ynp of the simulated VSC with differ-

ent magnitudes of V2. All other parameters are as shown in

Table 3. It can be seen that the increased magnitude of the

negative sequence voltage at the fundamental frequency

will lead to an increased coupled admittance of the VSC.

Figure 15 illustrates the coupled admittance Ynp of the

VSC with a lower PLL bandwidth. All the parameters are

as shown in Table 3 except for the smaller proportionality
coefficient kp of the PLL. When it is set as 2, representing a

lower bandwidth of PLL, Fig. 15 illustrates that the phase

and magnitude of Ynp decrease significantly. This suggests

that a lower bandwidth of the PLL will lead to a decrease

of the phase and magnitude of Ynp.

In [23], the sufficient criterion for stability of the con-

verter according to its admittance is that the real part of the

admittance of the VSC is above zero. Figure 16 shows that

the output currents of the VSC with lower PLL bandwidth

distort severely, which can be attributed to negative real

parts of the coupled admittances for the central frequency.

This means that a lower bandwidth of the PLL will

decrease the phase and magnitude of Ynp and lead to the

distortion of the output currents.
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5 Conclusion

The sequence admittances of a three-phase VSC are

independent of each other when it is operating under nor-

mal conditions. However, the positive and negative

sequence harmonic components will be coupled with each

other if three-phase grid-connected converter is running

with unbalanced grid voltages. This is mainly caused by

the negative sequence voltage at the fundamental fre-

quency. This paper proposes a step-by-step modeling

method to calculate the matrix of positive and negative

sequence admittances of three-phase grid-connected con-

verters under unbalanced grid voltage conditions, based on

the method of harmonic linearization. The calculated

admittances agree with simulated results within 1.07 dB of

magnitude and 2.56� of phase, and can be easily applied in

stability analysis.
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Appendix A

By inserting (9–12) into (36), the realistic d-axis and q-

axis components of currents Id and Iq can be obtained as

follows:

Id½�ðfp � f1Þ� ¼ Idv½�ðfp � f1Þ�þDh½�ðfp � f1Þ�Iqv½dc�
¼ Gið�j2pfpÞIp þ I1 sin ui1Gvð�j2pfpÞ
Gpð�j2pðfp � f1ÞÞVp

Iq½�ðfp � f1Þ� ¼ Iqv½�ðfp � f1Þ� � Dh½�ðfp � f1Þ�Idv½dc�
¼ �jGið�j2pfpÞIp � I1 cos ui1Gvð�j2pfpÞ
Gpð�j2pðfp � f1ÞÞVp

Id½�ðfn þ f1Þ� ¼ Idv½�ðfn þ f1Þ�þDh½�ðfn þ f1Þ�Iqv½dc�
¼ Gið�j2pfnÞIn þ I1 sin ui1Gnð�j2pðfn þ f1ÞÞ
Gvð�j2pfnÞVn

Iq½�ðfn þ f1Þ� ¼ Iqv½�ðfn þ f1Þ� � Dh½�ðfn þ f1Þ�Idv½dc�
¼ �jGið�j2pfnÞIn � I1 cos ui1Gnð�j2pðfn þ f1ÞÞ
Gvð�j2pfnÞVn

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ðA1Þ
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